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9,000,000   inhabitants,   mostly   Turkish   and   Kurdish
Moslems.
With the practical wiping out after the Treaty of
Lausanne (1923) of the millet organization, or separate
religious communities, more than ever before in their
history the non-Moslem minorities are subject races
subordinated to the unchanged conception of their ruling
masters; namely, that the Turkish race is the bulwark
of the State in which the non-Believer is not to be re-
garded as the equal of the Believer. This distinction,
which in its essence is not a spiritual one, has its tradi-
tion in the writings- of the Prophet Mohammed; yet the
religious motive seems to be singularly missing in the
all-powerful Grand National Assembly at Angora which
has performed the dual act of electing the Khalif from
the House of Osnian and of depriving the Commander
of the Faithful of all temporal power. In Turkey, the
sultan is a memory. Church and State are divorced in
an abrupt fashion. There are many indications that the
government under the presidency of Mustafa Kemal
Pasha desires to emphasize this radical turn in Turkish
affairs.
To explain in brief past as well as more recent happen-
ings in the Ottoman Empire, there is the calm judgment
of a world-wide authority, the late distinguished barrister
of Constantinople, Sir Edwin Pears. "The causes of
the massacres in Armenia in 1894-7 were four. All of
them had been in operation for years. There was first,
a traditional feeling among their Moslem neighbors that
they had the right to plunder Christians; second, the
superior industry and thrift of the Armenians, which had
enabled them to acquire land and become generally
wealthier than their neighbors, who thus coveted their
possessions; third, their superiority in intelligence, due
to their thirst for instruction which had induced them
to be less tolerant than they had formerly been of

